A formula related to the cyclic cohomology for the trace of the product of commutators is established.
Introduction
Let X and Y be two subalgebras (or groups) in an algebra A satisfying the condition that for n > k .
The following are some notations in cycle cohomology [1] . Let C" be the space of functions f"{x°, ... , x"), t be the operation /: C" -» C" for every zz {tfn){x\...,xn) = {-l)nfn{xn,x°,...,xn-x), and CJ = {f£C;tf = f}. Let Afn = {l+t + ---+ t")fn for fn £Cn;
then A : C" -» C" . Let b be the Hochschild boundary operation {bfn){x0,...,x"+x) = {b'f"){x0,...,xn+x) + {-ir+xf{x"+xx0,xx,...,x"), where {b'fn){x°,..., xn+x) = ¿(-iy/"(x0, ... , xV+', ... , X"). where f° = 1. Define Zf = {/ e Cnx : bf = 0} and Bnk = bCf-x . Define S = bpb'. The restriction of 2niS at Z£ coincides with Connes's S operator (cf. [1] ), and this operator S also coincides with the constant multiple of some operator in [2] . In this paper the tensor product spaces (for example, C" <g> C" or C" ®C") of functions of several variables xJ e X and yJ e Y are considered. The operations tx, Ax,bx, ... or ty, Ay,by, ... are the corresponding operations t, A, b, ... with respect to x or y respectively. It is easy to see that txtp" = tfxtf>"; therefore, Ax4>" = Ay4>" , and it is denoted by Atp" .
We prove the following.
Theorem. For n > k, there is a G" e C" ® C" such that (1) Atp"+X = bxby@n + 4>"+x, for p = k -1, k . Besides, the junction 9" is expressed by y/" , ... , ipk , 4>n-X, ... , and tpk_x.
The explicit form of 0" is given in (4), (5), and (38). This theorem is a generalization and refinement of the previous work [3] .
The method of the proof of the theorem in §2 is the same as in [3] , but the part of the proof in §3 is completely new. In order to make this note readable, we will rewrite some formulas in [3] . Let q be the operation qf = nAf/2-ptf, f e C" , for zz > 0 and qf = 0 for / e C° . Let r be the operation rf=rn(t)f, feCn,
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for n > 0, where rn(-) is a polynomial of degree < n -1 satisfying qf=(l-t)rf for feC.
Besides, rf = 0 for / e C°. It is easy to see that rxt/>" = r^«, and it is denoted by rtf>" . Define 0¿_2 = 8¿t_i = 0. Define By the way, the formulas for £" , r)" , and 4>" in [3] are incorrect for zz > 5
Atf>"+X = bxby0n + 4>n+\ ;
(13) C« = -.r18" + UbxPyb'y -pxb'xby)en-x +gy<f>" J + C" ;
f" = -Í 6Äe"_i -^-T5x6J,e"_2 + bxqytpn-x J +&; This implies (13). Using (20) instead of (21), we may prove (9).
By (4), (13), and (22), we may prove that (7), (14), and (15) hold, where n is replaced by zz + 1, since bxÇ" = 0 and byi)n = 0. Therefore, Lemma 1 is proved by mathematical induction.
Calculation of 4>"
In this section, we will calculate <fi" . By the same method in the proof of (2) and (3) for p = zc -1, we may prove (2) and (3) for p = k.
